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It's time for another one of these things, isn't it? Let's see*. ..tins
is LIFE OF MONTY, a postal 'zlne dedicated to, among other things, anybody
out there reading it. This thing is thought up by [>on Del Grande from
I 'i- i est ley Hall /P20ti, 24OO Durant Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94720. The credits:
UlPUMLACY, KINGMAKER, THIRD REICH , SOURCE OF THE NILE, and GUNS UK AUGUST
are copyrighted by the Avalon Hill Game Co., whereas EMPIRES OF THE
MIDDLE AGES and SWORD OF THE STARS are copyrighted by Simulations
Publications Inc. DAWN UF THE DEAD is copyrighted by Dawn Productions,
although 3PI puts out the game-

There wua a fake LIFE OF MONTY, lust tine* The real version had the small
print, the table of contents on the cover, and the "Rubik'a Cube" question
in DIP HOWL. But 1*11 talk more about that later. First off, I'm i^oing
to talk about what Avalon Hill Just did* 1*11 save the shocker for the
end i though.

First, the new stuff, * . .there are a few new computer games out: LORDS OF
KARMA , which is a "sol i tai re dungeon" adventure much like DUNJONtjUEST
(these are always good ) ; CONFLICT 2500, which pits the "Planet pulverizers"
against Earth, and ACQUIRE, which is a computer version of the AH game.
(I've played ACQUIRE by computer under the name STARLANES - it's pretty
t^ood, if you've got two players.) The last two work on 16K TRS-SO Level
II, PET, and Apple II, while LORDS needs 48K , 32K and 32K. (Just to be
on the safe side , those names ( the computer names ) are copyrighted by
Tandy Corp. , Comaedore Business Machines , Inc . , and Apple Computers , Inc.

)

In the non—computer field, GUNS OF AUGUST is making an appearance; this
is AH's Second try at a strategic WW I game, the first being 1914. This
one looks u bit better, now that they know what they ' re doing. Not bad
for $18, The new THLRD REICH rules and map are available for $9; 3R
now has a few new twists, including Luftwaffe removal for strategic
warfare* free Russian replacements, new Convoy rules, and foreign aid.
(Any 3R games starting in LOM from now on will probably use these rules.)
For you COD fans , the SERIES 200 scenarios are available for $4. Being
a member of SEP* I remember piaytesting a couple of these, and one of
the scenarios they chose reminded me of one of the SEP ones which ended
up totally imbalanced ( "Sacrifice of Polish Armor" ) . I'm sure Ail knows
what they're doing. Anyway, AH is now deep into Sci-Fi with AMOEBA UARS,
an introductory gone which pits 2—6 players against each other uml the
Amoebae . Not worth the (16 it * s supposed to cost , if you re used to
better things than WAR AT SEA and VITP. Finally, GLADIATOR completes
the original CIRCUS MAXIMUS package. GLADIATOR can best be described us
MELEE in the Roman era. Sells for $9.
Now, the inflation bit (this isn't the shocking news) ... .DIPLOMACY now
sells for J17 , with mat of the bookcase games selling for $IG , I
remember when they were $10. In 3)4 years, prices have gon up 60?4 - tbat'a
over 1496 unnual inflation I The Diplomacy cost wouldn * t be so bad - IV.

Here 1 s the shocking news : in order to save a few $$ , as it looks from
here, und according to the AH price & parts list. Diplomacy now has -
ready for this - PLASTIC PIECES J You heard me - it says that a complete
set of plast ic , color co-ordinated fleets und armies sel Is for $4 . Look
it up for yourself I It's a sad day for Dippy when newcomers can't get a
feel of pushing the wooden armies into Vienna or supporting at Berlin

.

(I suppose it was a question between plastic & price.)
YOU-CAN'T-HAVT^EVEHYTHING^MY-DIPPY^SET-COST-JS.SO-AND-VOU-CAN-TELI^FH-FRC^I-ITAJLY

Back to the fake. Okay, somebody faked LIFE OF MONTY- Two people have
told me that the perpetrator confessed to them, more or leas, and I'm
«ure I know who it is. To think he wanted me to help him put out a fake
once . He must ' ve go t ten mad at my refusal (1 had NOTHING to do with the
fake). I'm NOT going to cut off his sub, though. On the contrary; this
guy gets an EXTRA issue because Scott Hanson, who got the fuke, decided
to Bub • and I have a policy that says if you can talk somebody into subbing,
you get a free issue.

I might us well (here it comus) ve my policy on fakes. There are two
kinds: tiie kind put out in fun ("parodies") and the kind meant to deceive.
Tht- i'c i . no ( h i ic u n> n in I li ,* m rl .^u-ndv . f r we i r i *1 n f I Iu>m> f i,,. . l

wi* be nest ? Press? Hw^or A^rts? 5<rh^ M^(i«!
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Isn' t Diplomacy ITSLILF a sort of parody on pre—WW I? There were no armies
attacking, nor were there fleets attacking, or convoying attacking flouts.
As long aB it clearly says that it's a fake then it's OK.

UN flit: OTHER 11AND t a deceptive rake ik Just as bad as the Oak lyn-Tretick
thing or this Boardman«Blake fraud in 1964C claimed by Rod Walker (see
EUHOPA EXPRESS #3, from Gary Cou^hlan, 4614 Martha Cole Lane, Memphis,
TN 3811*8). Anybody putting out one of these fakes with the LOM name
1 s going to f i nd out how quick ly 1 can throw my sense of humor out the
wi tidaw .

AND NOW,
in. . .

. "He
NY, * . .All
New York,
GUARD. * *

.

Enc i ni t as
from Vale
the varwl
(Whistle
champions
vnr^ity s

the moment you've been waiting for J Let's get that radio tuned
rb Barents , from Zealand, MI* . * . John Boardroan, from Brooklyn,
an Ctilhamer t from La Grunge Park, IL. • . .Robert Sacks, from
NY. .... . those are the varsity Dippers from the DIPLOMACY OLD
•*,*.. Jerry Jones, from pa&adena, CA.. ..Rod Walker, from
, CA ( (Al Hodri^uez couldn 1 t make it))** . .Black Jack Masters

,

ncia, CA, ...Jane proskin, from Bvba^t CA .and those are
ty Dippers from the SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. DIPLOMACY ASSOCIATION I

"

blast and appropriate music) "It , s time to match stabs with the
in America's favorite game with plastic blocks, the

port of the mouth,

DIP
BOWL.

The tenth game of the 1981 World Championship Tournament comes to you
almost LIVE from the University of California campus in Berkeley..*...
The action is picked up in the second half, as it usually is,

"The Old Guard can tie it up with this tossup, behind 200 to the tiCDA's
2 lO. The next bonus is worth 20 points . The tossup: according to AHES
#2, was it a happy ending* a sad ending, or no ending at all for the
H.S.M.-"(BUZZZZ)
"SC, Walker "Sad"
"That's right, it was a wreck. Here's the bonus worth 20 points; SWORD
AND THE STARS looks like UMPIRE OF THE MIDDLE AGES , but some of the
words were changed to protect the Magnates, which were themselves changed
1' Outwor Lders . 1*11 give you four words from EMPIRES; for 5 points
tiach, give me the SATS equivalent. First, rule."
(Talking, then Masters gives the answer) "Govern"
"That's one. Fortification?"
"Guardian Web."
"Social StuteV" "Tech Level."
"Year, as in Year Cards?" (Talking it over) "Captain?"
"Time Cards?"
"No , they ' re also known as Year Cards. (Moans from the audience ) 15
points there , and you've opened up a 35-point lead The next bonus is
worth 30 points , here 1 s the tossup : for a quick 10 , name the only game
in ARES-" (UKRING)
"Old Guard, Boardman". .... "Barbarian Kings"
"You would get that one, like Martin and TSS. Your side can take the
lead wi tit this 30-point bonus. You had to know about AHEs to get this
far, so let's see how much you know S&.T. For 30 points, ALL OR NOTHING,
name i»ny ti consecutive SJfcT games which all have numbers 70— you get
ONE chance, and the captain speaks for the teuifl."
(Ta Lk iug , then Calhamer answers the quest ion) "The Crusades , Cassino ,

Armadu, Panzer Battles, Ney Vs. Wellington, and Napoieon*s Art Of War."
"That's right, numbers 70-75, and old Guard has a 5-point lead. The next
bonus i s worth :iO points , hurt? ' w the tossup ; for 10 points , wi thin 10
> '•-" , vU,it • ( tn- Hftrtsid hflivi'i'ri the tint of 141P J RES OF THE MIDDLE AGES
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nnd the beginning of A MIGHTY FURTHERS?" ( RRRING)
"Old Guard, Calliper" . , . . "None"
"Wrong, can you take it, fciCDA?" (BUZZZZ)
'•SC, Proskin" . . o n "60 years"
"That's close enough, it was 65, from 1467 to 1532.

"

"Me? Wrong? Neverl That's an insult to my integrity! M

A voice can be hoard saying "What integrity? 1', hut nobody ever found out
who that was. "Anyway, here's the bonus: 30 points for naming this
game after the first clue, 20 after the second, 10 after the third.
First, it used to have wooden pieces, but now they're plastic."
Masters shouts out* "DIPLOMACY 1 I'm going to get AJI for thisl*
"Uh, sorry Jack, hut that's not the game we're looking for. Second,
it's a poor excuse for a wargane .

"

"Oh, you mean RISK. Excuse me*"
"Not at all, and you're in the lead 265 to 240 with seconds left. The
next bonus is worth 20 points , here 1 s the tossup : according to EUttOPA
EXPRESS #3 und a letter by Rod Walker- 11 (HHRING)
"SC, walker". ... "1UU, er, uh, John Boardman"
"Exactly , and-"
"WAIT A MINUTE!" one of the Old Guard players (who shall remain nameless)
shouts out * "That's a I i - er, a misrepresentation of the accuracy of
the factual events that have occured in a previous port ion of t lite

,

und-'4

"Thanks for the editorial, let's get back to the game: for 2Q points,
name the 5 games in the PHESTAGS pack."
"Chariot, Spartan, Viking, Yeoman, and, uh, er-" (TWEELEET)
"You get 15 for naming 4-*. .It's official! The fimal score- is 240 for
the Old Guard to 290 for the Southern California Dip Assoc, SCDA is
the winner! bCuA will face the COO in the eumi-flnals in about 3
months. Be with us next time when the Endwellian Society of Mediocrity
faces Avalon Hill on DIP U0HL1"

Speaking of final score , why is it that I have this feeling that my
trades with EMPIRE and ARDA are hanging by a thread?

—ACE—TWO—THREE™FOUR—FIVE—£IX-SEVEN*-EIGHT-NINE—TEN—JACK-BEFORE-KING-COMES-OUR-OIV N—
Here are some nominations for DIPLOMACY HOBBY QUEEN straight from Rod
Walker, who Just competed in 1JIP BOWL:

1. pope Joan II, who actually already is_ Hobby Queen ((supposedly)).
2. Rod himself. If he can't be hobby queen, who can?
There was supposed to be a communication from Joan II, but I never got
it. How about it, Rod? You can send nominations to any 'zine; they
don't have to be living Diplomacy hobby members, (they don't have to be
either one). The poll is being run by Jack Masters, whose r zine is
listed in the 1 ZINE LIST SORT OF THING somewhere in this issue.

ANL>-wlUT r S-SO-UAu^AB0UT-ONE-CENT-5TAMPS-^
Well, I got four of the 180 stamp poll cards back (from Michalak!, Liusoy,
Coughlan, and Carlson), and all of them said that it took 3-4 days to
deliver, even with 18 stamps. Carlson's issue had II clean stamps 1

Michalski and Coughlan had all 18 canceled (two H |"s?J. No word from
Canada or California, though (it's April 20 now).

MASCOT-MASCOT-MASCOT-MASCOT-1LASCOT-\IASCOT~MAS^
The HOBBY POLL (MASCOT, that is) Is OVER, and here are the results;

1. BRUX, Jack Masters's mean mutt, with 12 votes (odds: 7-2)
2. CARUSO, Mike Conner's cat, with 9 (30-1)
3. TROUBLE* Uruce Linsey's dog, 7 (5-1)
4. THE GREAT WHITE SHARK, 6 (75-1)
5» KATHY, Tom Maniardi 's female beta, 5 (150-1)

THE CHAMELEON, 5 (200-1)
NOBODY, 5 (9999-1)

8, KATHY BYRNE, 3 (9-2)
9. PUT HOCK of Hubert Siicks , 2 (lOOO-l^

Utf€ OF t*>*r{ fc/tft



11. The following each got one vote: BLOODSUCKER , Kathy Byrne's
pet Italian deer (15-1), THIS EXTINCT MOA (SOO-l), JOHNNIE
THE GNOME (15-1), MASTERS the flea (lOO-l), THE UNKNOWN.
DIPPEH FROM THE PLANET EO (9000-1), and CALHAMER, Dave
Carter's Canadian Honker. There was a write-in for Martha
Cole, and 3 votes were disallowed.

The results have been declared OFFICIAL in Las Vegas, Reno and Lake
Tahofl , and here are the $2 Mutual prices:

WIN 11 (MASTERS) 7*20 3.80 2.60
PLACE a (CARUSO) 12.BO 6.O0
bHOVV 2 (TROUBLE) 2.90

Say » Jack (Masters) * how uhout the odds on son of the HOBBY 0.UEEN
favorites, or at least the odds on all of the nominees (or most of then,
and the "field*) (for you British types* "field" means "bar those
already listed" or something like that) as soon as nominations close.

-XkELCUME-WAGON-WELCOME-wAGON-WELCOME-WAGON-HEIXOWE-WAGON-WELCOME-WAGON-WELCOUE-VVAC
ONCE UPON A TIME, there was a 'zine called RURITANIA. Also, there
happened to be a game called 1980G. Unfortunately, HUUITANXA no longer
exists t but I9BOG will live on MIGHT HERE beginning next issue.
Winter 1906 will be the first season GMed here. Unfortunately* I
haven't gotten the Fall 1906 results yet, so I can't tell you what's
happening. (Sob snlf choke)
SPEAKING OF GAMES, the games will no longer be run as part of the ' zine
but will be installed separately to the players end anybody else that's
interested. The games currently being run are: DIPLOMACY BOLE,
DIPLOMACY BIAS, DIPLOMACY BOG, KINGMAKER , THIRD REICH , SOURCE OF THE
NILE, and EMPIRES OF THE MXOULE AGES. If you are in more than one,
then your copies of games you're in will be stuck on one sheet. If
it takes more than 2 sheets, it'll cost you, either in terns of my
having to take the press from your stuff to save space OH costing an
additional 25* an issue, and you wouldn't like that, now would you?
If you don't like this new system, tell me about it and I'll see what
I can do. This way , the games can be printed in full—size, saving
room in the 'zine for other things... .if I only had anyj why is it
that just about every other 1 zine has other people writing for them?
John Caruso's got Kathy Byrne (my roommate doesnH PBM, though),
Coughlan, Lineay & Michalski have letter columns (I don't want a letter
column - X write to them) , and Overby, Henricks and Daly stick their
games in their * zines to eat the space*

About games in LOM #1 , I did a review of ATLANTIC WALL. Since
nobody complained about it, it's time for MOKE REVIEWS.
TAbK FORCE: Naval Tactics and Operations in the 1960s, by Simulations
Publications Inc., 257 park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010, Designed
and Developed by Joe Balkoski. Cost; JIB. TASK FORCE consists of a
collection or scenarios (ranging from Introductory to Tournament ) dealing
with naval combat in the Mediterranean (from Malta to Tel Aviv),
the Caribbean, and the Norwegi an Sea (from Iceland to the Shet land
Islands) f mainly Americans vs. Soviets, but NATO forces, Cubans,
and Egypt/Jsrael are added. Included in the counter—mix are double—
sized counters, each with a ship, find single—sized counters for use on
the mups . Each player (there are two ) gets up his ships and subs into
task forces, find then sets up the task forces/subrons on their map,
keeping it hidden from the other player.

The searching rules remind sw of ClTYFlGHTj the map is in 7-hex
megahexes, and each player's task force/subron gets a number of "actions"
equal to one die plus the task force/subron ' s "command rating" (ranging
from zero to 2). Actions include moving up to two hexes, searching
(ictive , ASW, or passive) , and launching helicopter searches (increased
range from the task force). Combat includes gunnery, torpedo, AS1V,



and j'robubly the mo fit innovative part of the system is the
tuliles — there iirun 1 1 ;iny i Combut , for example, is a die roll minus
the firing ship's rating; if the roll is greater than the ruling, the
tJ i il erence is the numher of hits the t urget ^e ts * Searching is a
die roll mi nus the ship's search value; the result is trans latud to t\

search level, from "telling everything in the megahex down to the ship 11

to "muk i ng a ful se report ( re porting a task force in an empty me^ahex

,

report ing an einpt y megahex when t ask lurces are present , or tui 1 i ng t lie

truth)" with levels in between.
The advanced game includes air units, air buses and l an - i ers

,

and dropping bombs/ launching ^AMs and AA a l tacks - Air opera t ions
include Hecon, Strike , Ew", and Air Escort* optional rules include
ex t ended range for hel i c i> p t e rs and air units, c oord inat ion of units,
special uni t s (like the Tomahawk s&hl ) > and Commanders (officers he low
Captain rank).

TASK FORCE is not as detailed as C1TYF1GI1T and AIR WAR, since
indivi dual! ty doeen* t work us well at sea as on land and in the uir.
If it's detail you're after, try A Hi WAR. For realism, however, this
is the one for you. Somebody might even think up some scenarios for
the pacific and Indian oceans, and maybe even a scenario outside of
Iran, but don't get your hopes up*

DAVtN OF Tilt! DEAD, also by bPI, designed and developed by John 11.

But terfield, cost J6. LOO counters, 17x22 nap. DAWN OP THE DEAD,
which was designed after the movie of the same name , concerns four
people vs. 50+ zombi eft* The map has no hexes ; rather, It has squares
representing the corridors and stores of a certain shopping mall (similar
to the squares in CREATURE THAT ATE SHEBOYGAN ) . The object for the
Zombi a player is to destroy three of the four characters (or Fran and
one other , Fran being the "weakest" character of the four ) , whi le the
Human player must destroy all of the zombies and close the main doors
to the mall (each turn, a zombie may enter through one of the main doors
if it's open) . Hidden and berserk zombies add to the human* s troubles*
The human's advantages are ranged combat and the fact that zombies can't
stack.

The system works as follows: one stack of humans (1 or 2) moves and
fires. Basically, each square costs X movement point, with the movement
factors ranging from 12 to 20, Each character can fire from 2 to 5
t iroes depending on the character ( two have rifles and get 3 dice , two
have shotguns and get 2). The zombie units' strengths are hidden; they
range from 1 to 11, and are killed if any attack's dice roll is equal
to or greater than the strength. Die modifications are 2 for shooting
through a door and 1 for each square from the attacker to the target;
characters may shoot zombies in the same square , but must first make a
panic check*

Zombie movement is one square per unit ; one unit can go berserk per
turn and move two squares. Only units that can see the characters that
just t.ioved can move, except that an additional number may also move, the
number equal to a die roll* When a zombie and a character are in the
same square , the character gets a free shot (if he/she doesn • t panic J

,

and if the zombie unit lives, it attacks the characters. Effects
include stunned, infected, and no effect. A unit receiving a stun or
infect result when stunned, or infected is killed; an infected unit can
become a "Super Zombie" which has a strength of 2 and may stack with
another zombie unit.

Besides the 2—player version, there is a solitaire version which is
also a four-player version ( one player plays all four humans or eavh
player takes one human), and the zombies* moves are determined in u
certain sequence. Anybody out there know how the human player can win?
I never even come close j some zombie with a strength of 9 or so always
pounces on my guys and there goes the game „

If you enjoyed CREATURE THAT ATE bllElioYGAN
,
you should like this

one , s ince the games have s imi lar i t ies , a 1 though CREATURE is a better
game

.



A ivt ul jJCUJjlU IUA\ C J tLLllUj *is>keu uic , "^ay , UUfl, tvhat
are your .sub fee and game fees?"
***** The iiub fee to this thing is 45<£ an i.ssue. If you

.subscribe to , or trade for , this thing, the game
fees are absolutely FREE, GRATIS, NO CHARGE. This
counts for as many gumes as yon want to enter.

I have a fueling somebody wants to ask me this one : "are
you going to work on a PBM system for THE GUNS OF AUGUST?"

-*** I am going to THY to work out a PBM system for TGOA. Nothing is
guaranteed. I mean, even John Boardman couldn't work out u PBM
system for SP1 s WORLD WAR 1 (or was it WORLD WAR II? I keep
forget ting)

.

he same person ( s ) that asked the last one night also ask f "After your
tiling spree at the PACIFICON Auction, do you intend to natch that
f fort?"

***+• ir t}|e is still 5t>e a lot, I intend to BETTER thut effort.
Here is a PARTIAL list of what I'm selling: DUNE, YALU , SUBMARINE

>COMMANDO, MACIIIAVELL1 (after what happened in JIHAD I, I'm getting
rid of that one), SI' I BASEBALL/DALLAS (the SPI version), FLAT TOP,
GLOBAL WAR, KNIGHTS Or* CAMELOT, TOP SECRET, BASKETBALL STRATEGY

,

PANZEJiBLITZ, PANZERLEADEli, AjtAB-lSRAELl WARS, YEOMAN, GETTYSBUHG
(1977 edition), OGHE/GEV/LOHDS OF UNDEHEAHTH, ANZIO , PEARL HARBOR,
BATTLE OF BRITAIN and KING ARTHUR'S KNIGHTS. There might be a
few more, including some S&T games (sorry, but I keep the mags)
(also sorry, no ARES games included), That's 21 plus the S&Ts
and a few others I'm probably forgetting about - my previous
record was 28. Some of these are almost new. (OOPS-add NUCLEAR
DESTRUCTION to that list.)

AN 'T-Gb:T-Tna-NEW^THlKI>-lreiCH~

Let's see what I'm offering this time

DIPLOMACY ~- ' - f j M I I III ! f [}{£ \\\
4»

TEXTBOOK DIPLOMACY,...? players, each of which attends some college
OH HIGH SCHOOL. Signed up; P. Overby , Harger, Hanson,
Wilson*

SECOND CHANCE DIP..... 7 players, a variant involving two sets of
orders per player per season. Signed up: Barno

,

Carlson, Carter.
StVOHD AND THE STARS*...? players. The GALACTIC CYCLE will be pluywd.

I'll need at least 6 players confirmed, eventually,
although less than that are needed to start

.

SUUHCE OF SAtfg THE NILE You Ban enter this one at any tine. Do
you honestly believe that the guys that started will
all finish with the guys they started with? Even if
your explorer gets killed, you immediately start again
with a new one.

THE GUNS OF AUGUST It won't be definite until a PBM system is
developed, but let me know if you're interested.

THIRD REICH The THIRD edition rules and map will be used. The
1942 scenario will be played UNLESS I decide to run
the Campaign Game. (The players get the choice.)
Signed up: pack.

MAGIC REALM * Pay attention to this one* This is a combi-
nation MAGIC REALM and U&D (Horrors!). It's like
normal MAGIC REALM, except that instead of working
with the Avalon Mill map tiles, I 1 L devise a set <i r

r+j tiles a+t I k*o*.



HOUSE RULES FOR POSTAL PLAY UK "SwUUD AND THE STABS*1
, which happens to

have been designed and developed by Eric Smith and is produced by SPI

1. The rules for St*OKU AJV1? THE STARS, along with any errata to the
game , will be used except as modified below*

2 m The scenario to be played wil 1 be chosen by the GM> taking Into
account the nunber of players. Empires not played are considered
Independent Areas

.

3, Once the players are notified that the game is about to begin, each
player lists the Empires in the scenario in order of playing
preference. These lists, as well as conditional Intercept orders
for tiny Outworlder/Raider actions in the first Round of the first
Game-Turn. (Sanpie Intercept orders: "No Intercepts against.
Outworlders/Raiders" , "Intercept Outworlder/Raider conquests/raids
which have an Effectiveness Rating of 7 or nore before the
Interception"

, "Intercept the first, if any, raid/conquest made
against any of my sya tenia with two or three planets. "

4. The first Round begins aa the GM executes phases a, b, and c of
Round One. Any Outworlder/Raider conquests/raids are conducted,
and Interceptions are done According to the orders In rule 3 of
these rules

.

5* When the results of the Outworlder/Raider phase are nailed, each
player will be dealt an Event Chit. If it is not a holding chit,
the results are announced and applied immediately* If it IS a
holding chit, only the player drawing it will know what it is.

6. After receiving the previously mentioned nailing, each player sends
in a set of Operations. There should be a minimum of 5 orders inany combination of Conquest, Raid, Govern, Stargate, and Guardianweb orders. Also, one Intercept Operation will serve for all
raids/conquests made by other players or, in the next Round,
Raiders and Outworldera. Note that only one card is needed for
all of these Interceptions, but each separate Interception must
be paid for separately; if it can't be paid for, it doesn't happen.Also, Interceptions cannot be augmented by Resource Points as per
11.4. Along with the orders, players should send in Tax Ordersand conditional Parley votes (see house rules 7 and 8).

7. Taxes ore collected after all Operations are concluded. An areamay not be taxed if it doesn't belong to the taxer's Empire after
Operations. Tax Orders should include which area(s) are to be taxedand for how much, as well as which areas are to be Exploited.

8. If any player called for a Special session during the previous
turn, each player should send in his vote(s) with the next Round'smoves. If a Special Session depends on a player's initiative
(e.g. 9.22), other players will send in votes just in case a SpecialSession is called. The votes are not printed 11 the Session doesnot take place. Special Sessions are adjudicated before any
Operations.

9. All Operations are simultaneous. Guardian Webs take effect the Roundafter their construction. Tecs Levels and other determinatives for
Effectiveness Ratings are calculated as of the beginning of the
Player-Turn as far us Operations by other players are concerned.
EXCEPTION: If a player changes the Tech Level of a certain area,whether enemy or friendly, by one of his/her Operations, that player
niutft uaV the modified Tech Level when he/she undertakes an Operation

X <y\ loofc&it -for- > zires with
rtforlroA £ASTCOA* (after i+ occurs,

of cone*e
.

)



later in the Flayer-Turn that involves the area. (fcLicuraple : the
Atjayan player conquers Nelldon, but Nel Itlon's Tech Level drops
to 1. if Nelldon is involved in an Operation later in the player-
Turn by the Atjayan player, either as the target or as the Base of.
Operations > the Tech Level used is 1. If Nelldon is attacked by
u different player, the original Tech- Level (the Tech Level at the
beginning of the Player-Turn, which was 2) is used*

)

A player nay send in more than 5 Operation orders, and indicate
conditions under which some orders nay be ignored. The orders
should be numbered; the GM executes them in order until 5 have
been executed. Orders which cannot be fulfilled due to a lack of
Resource Points are ignored* If less than 5 valid orders are
received by the GU, 5 Year Cards are still drawn (for 6.22).
SAMPLE UKOEHS:

OPERATIONS - 1. Govern Ordar , with additional 1 RP expenditure.
2. Govern Ordar if it is still in Unrest.
3. Use ordar as a Base to conquest Radix.
4. Communicate with Mudlow.
5. Communicate with uudlow. (This is Ignored If order 4

is successful unless the orders state to attempt a
bloodless conquest*

)

6. Govern Radix.
7. If Unrest exists in Radix, govern Radix*

If order 1 is successful, 2 is ignored. If 1 and 2 both fall,
3 , 6 , umi 7 are ignored because Radix isn* t controlled. If 6
is successful, 7 is ignored,

TAXES — (NOTE: Each of these is a separate order ; players "ay
send In one or more Tax orders*)

Tax Postnovo 1 RP if it's not in Unrest
Tax all controlled areas that are Feudal1stic for 1 RP
If the Unrest In Barn* has been put down, tax Barns
2 RP, otherwise Exploit Darnz

PARXJCl — (Assume a player called a Parley in the last turn to
reinstate the Avians into the Confederation) Vote to allow
the Avian Empire back into the Confederation.

Treaties must be submitted to the GM. Either identical signed
texts or a single text signed by all parties concerned will be
accepted. If the treaty does not call for expulsion or the
aggrivated party doesn't call for a Special Session for this
purpose, then expulsion cannot occur.
The following things are required in your orders: your name,
the Empire you * re playing » the Game-Turn/Round , Parley votes

,

Tax Orders, Operation Orders, any treaties, whether or not an
Interception order is wanted, and your signature* (By "whether
or not • I mean that each player tells the GM if one of the
player's Year Cards be held for Interception.)
After publishing adjudications of Operations, as well as the
Colonization record, the GM executes (a) through (c) of the next
Round. This continues until the game ends, either by vote or by
t ime t at which time a winner is determined.

U ojcV pa** #"5, **y*e)f.)
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Yes, after a long absence, tin? ' ZIM-; THING returns
with your ravorite 'zlnes in two-color (hlack &
white) listings. Here ^oes ;

BLACK FROG, by Jack Masters* 25711 N. Vista Fairways
Drive, Valencia, CA 91355. Subs are IjlJC an i ssin'
( lO issue minimum); runs Diplomacy (fee unknown^
Cosmic Encounter ($3). DLACK FUOG is, in my, and
a lot of other people's opinions, one of the best

in the hobby today. You'll never expect what's going to bo
any one of them I Past i s.sues have i nc luderi "the astro lo^ital

guide to diplomacy," "the Black Jack / Golden Frog awards," "the Pug
Bocarsley story," and "the BLACK FKOG Christmas Catalog." Even a couple
of fakes have been made under the BLACK FliOG title.
ENVOY, by Hoy (Slick) Henricks, 1^8 Deerfiold Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15235* Subs are on a per-issue basis , costing 3. 15e per digest -si ited
page plus postage (issue #26 cost about J 1.05). Runs Diplomacy (S4),Kingmaker (#4), Rail Baron ($4), Hichthofen's War ($3), Source of the
Nile (|2,50 + iac/turn) J WS&IM ($2+18tf/turn) , Wizard's Quest (I8c/turn)
and AKEA^rated Mnchiavelli ($4), Diplomacy and Kingmaker are also
AJU^A rated as well as non-AHEA rated* This one's a good one if you
own a lot of games like I do (I've owned 84 separate titles, not incl-
uding 23 S&T and 7 AKES games), otherwise it's not too interesting.
Strict Diplomacy-types should look elsewhere.
THE AMEKICAN UARGAMEK , from the American Wargaming Association. New
memberships (the only way to get the AW is to be a member) are available
for g8/year from Stuart Smart, R.D. 2, Lyons , NY 14489* The AW contains
articles On Wur^aming, Miniatures, and Hole-Playing, as well as an
En Garde J campaign. This one can best be described as a comb a nation
of MOVES and THE DRAGON as well as WAKGAMEH'S DIGEST.
WHITESTON IA

?
by John Caruso with a little help from Kuthy Hyrne , both

or whom reside at 10O-O2 43rd Street, Second Floor, Flushing, NY 11358.
Sub fee $5/10 issues. Openings in Diplomacy (J2) , 1VS&1M ($2) , and
Mastermind ( 50* ) . John • s stuff is usually a lot of boring commentary
and his games, but the meat of this one is "Kathy's Kornor" featuring
"Kathy's Answers to Stupid Questions", which features <|Ucstions by
(fiuess who?) me (thank you, thank you) and a few other people (if we
can be called that). Also in the Kornor is another of my famous named
things, the Kathy Byrne Seal Of Approval, which LIFE OF MONTY got rirst.
(Mainly because I needed it first,

)

DIPLOMACY DIGEST, straight from Mark Berch, 4U2 Naylor Place, Alexandria,
VA 22304. Sub fee is 10 for $3.50. This doesn't run ^unes; rather, it
has articles on Diplomacy playing, publishing, GMing, and the occasional
controversy.
DIPLOMACY l.URLD - 1 1 m probably the only pubber in the west that doesn't
subscribe to it. Look elsewhere.

-I-INTERkUPT-TOE-'ZINE-TOING-TO-BI^
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IT'S OFFICIAL] KATHV BYRNE and DICK MARTIN are signed up for what
could be my lust Diplomacy opening for a long time. For that matter,
Steve Arnawoodian is sii^K-d up, as well as a possibility from Scott
Manson. However, I need. THREE OH FOUR PEOPLE (depending on Hanson)
to sign up for this one. As per the standard operating conditions,
there is NO GAME FEE t If you sub/trade, you can get in for FREE I

The FIRST FOUR PEOPLE who sub/trade to get LIFE OF MONTY and who send
me (1) a preference list and (2) a "press vote" (see ny house rules)
are IN I If * for some strange reason , Scott Hanson jo ins at any time
before June 1, he's automatically in. HOWEVER, if Steve Arnawoodian
doesn't verify his spot by June 1, then his spot will be replaced*

REMEMBER: Preference list and press vote are needed. (This
includes Kathy und Dick, if you two don't mind*) Also note my upcoming
Address change below.

-CoA-COA^OA-COA-ClUNGE>-OF-ADDRESS-KLAINLY-MINE-COA-COA-.OJ^^

—
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As of JUNE FIKST, my address will be:

142 EL1SE0 DRIVE
GREENBRAE, OA 94904

Any mail mailed after MAY 25 should be mailed to the new address * Any
stuff mailed to the Berkeley address that gets here AFTER June 1 will
take a few extra days in transit. If you're not sure, mail it to
Greenbrae because even if I'm still at Berkeley, I pick up the Greunbrae
mail every weekend and take it back to Berkeley. This ESPECIALLY applies
to people in any of my games and people who trade 'zinettl ALSO, the
chances are about 700,000-1 against my getting this room (208 Priestley)
next semester (i.e. September). (In September, in order to save trouule,
I'll probably have all of my stuff mailed to Greenbrae anyway.)

BACK-TO-BYRNE—MVHTlN-liACK-TO-BYRNE-MARTIN-HACK-TO-BYRNE-MAJCTIN-BACK-TO-BYHNE-MARTlr

13et ter hurry up - this one should fill fast I Nobody gets special prior-
ities to get in, other than Byrne, Martin, Arnawoodian, and Hanson. If
you * re late , I don 1 1 care if you * re Allan Calharaer or even Don Greenwood 1

As soon us all of the spots are filled, THE GAME WILL BEGIN J I'll
havu to print this game in the >zine itself instead of as an insert.
If I * m lucky, this game .should fill fast . Don p t just stand there -
Set in on this one 1 This may be the LAST meeting between these two I

(Then ugain, SPI may have put out its LAST game on the Battle of the
Hulge game — why stop with 5?)

NEXT MONTH will he the special PKK—ORIGINS issue including COMPLETE
DIRECTIONS ON HOW TO GILT TO THE DUNFEY (I iion*t know where the Hyatt
Burlin^ame is, though) FROM ANY NEARBY AIRPORT OR BY CAR, Also, the
next DIP HOWL mutch (1-;SM vs. AH), and maybe even the start of the BIG
CHALLENGE DIPLOMACY GAME.

*&xveesw/fio&-c#i&*x issue tj± toly
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